
Webbed Court Lines - Assembly

9m (or 8m)

18m (or 16m)

The playing area for a regulation volleyball court is 9m x 18m (This is marked on the blue court lines with the white 
stripes closest to the ends of each side and end line).

A Short Court measures 8m x 16m (This is marked on the blue court lines with the white stripes that are closest to the 
center of each side and end line).

It is recommended to set up the volleyball court in an area that is flat and free of holes, debris, and overhead obstacles.

To set up the court lines, please follow the instructions below.

1. Lay out the court lines to form a rectangle and place a buckle at each comer. Make sure that the white measurement 
stripes are facing upwards

2. Determine the desired court size. If the 9m x 18m court is desired, the outer two white stripes on each side and end 
lines will be used as reference marks. If the 8m x 16m court is desired the inner two white stripes on each side and 
end lines will be used as reference marks.

3. The center of the court is distinguished by a grommet on each of the two side lines (long sides).

4. To attach the side and end lines to each comer buckle you must first make sure that the white measurement marks are 
facing upward. Next, place the end of the court line over the first bar of the buckle into the first slot. Continue to feed 
the court line under the second bar and up through the second slot. In order for the court to have the correct 
measurement, make•sure the selected white stripe (reference mark) is aligned so that the second bar is laying directly 
over it (the bar almost hides the white stripe). To complete the buckling unit, double back the court line over the third 
bar and feed it back through the first shot. Pull to tighten.

5. Complete step three for each of the remaining ends of the side and end lines.

6. After assembling the court lines and buckles, attach bungee cords and stakes to all four corner buckles.

7. Drive stakes into the ground at a 45 degree angle to the comer buckle at each corner.

CAUTlON:  Please use CARE when removing stakes.  ALWAYS pull bungee NEAREST the stake to remove from the 
ground.  DO NOT anchor comers with stakes alone.  Always use the bungees to secure stakes.  The sun may deteriorate 
and/or discolor the webbed nylon court line.  Do not leave outside unless in use.  Small parts may pose a hazard to small 
children.

LIABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS
Unless specifically prohibited by state law, Jaypro Sports, LLC assumes no responsibility for personal injury or property 
damage resulting from the use of this product including but not limited to acts of God, improper installation, misuse or 
negligence. In such event all expressed or implied warranties are void.
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